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Colonial Guilt
The flaws and merits of the British Empire should be debated without fear or
self-censorship. Freedom of academic discourse is the lifeblood of democracy

ew people have any illusions about abuses by colonial powers. The pitting

of one ethnic group against another, the practice of slavery, massacres of

civilians, even genocide. All these are rightly seen as the product of

imperial disdain and greed. The Belgians and Germans were particularly violent,

but the British Empire was not immune.
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But that is only part of the story. It was the British, after all, who acted against

Atlantic and African slave-traders after 1833 and who granted rudimentary rights

to black Africans in Cape Colony, much to the anger of Dutch settlers. The history

of empire, like all sound history, should be defined by nuance and a careful

examination of the evidence rather than blanket condemnation.

The campaign against Nigel Biggar, the prominent Oxford theologian, is therefore

misguided. A student-led rights group has written an open letter attacking Dr

Biggar, the Regius professor of moral and pastoral theology at Christ Church, for an

article he published in The Times entitled “Don’t feel guilty about our colonial

history.” It was published in the same spirit that Dr Biggar conducts his research,

drawing on the legitimate need to conduct open, unfettered debate about a

sensitive subject. That is a core function both of academia and of a free press.

The protesters, however, are demanding not only that the professor’s views be

challenged but that he should lose his position as co-leader of a project called

“Ethics and Empire”. Perhaps this group, Common Ground, a successor to the

Rhodes Must Fall faction, imagines it can mobilise left-wing resistance similar to

that which fought unsuccessfully to rip down a statue of Cecil Rhodes. Perhaps it is

imitating student activists elsewhere seeking to deny the right of free speech to

academics who disagree with their views. Whatever their motivation, they are

wrong. The university should hold firm in its support of the professor.
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It is Dr Biggar’s professional duty to pose questions about the rights and

responsibilities stemming from colonial rule. The point is not to relativise crimes

committed in the years of the empire, nor is it to create a ledger in which the

benefits of imperial government are weighed against its brutalities. Rather, it is to

examine how empire was constructed, the degree to which it modernised societies

and the lessons for post- colonial multicultural societies. This is not an ideological

quest any more than is the study of Persian, Roman or Arab empires. Nor is it

tantamount to Holocaust denial, as some protesters claim, to state that colonialism

brought to some areas and to some groups the benefits of literacy, schooling,

governance, roads and hospitals.

The late Middle East scholar, Elie Kedourie,was surely right to say that “no doubt

great powers commit great crimes but a great power is not always and necessarily

in the wrong”. The canker of the greatest powers, he wrote, was “imaginary guilt”.

The British government deeply regrets the 1919 slaughter of unarmed civilians at

Amritsar. But it must also have the right to complain when a postcolonial leader

continues to blame the ills in his society on the legacy of the British. Robert

Mugabe justified his catastrophic misgovernment of Zimbabwe in this way. To

accept that judgment is to handcu� Britain to “imaginary guilt”.

The problem comes when a benevolent imperialism is seen as the answer to

today’s failing states. That can all too easily end up as a justification for invasion.

The lessons of history serve as a guide against a conceit: that western powers can
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save people from tyrannical misrule. Colonial governments sometimes made

disastrous decisions in the belief that they were acting in the national interest.

Sometimes they made good decisions for the wrong reasons. Yet demonising

empire and those who study it is folly. Every country must be free to learn from its

mistakes and its successes.
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Newest | Oldest | Most Recommended

Paddington 7 days ago

Judith franklin 8 days ago

John Slaiding 8 days ago

 

Black lives - especially those of women - matter little to post-colonial masters in Africa.

NB Witness Mugabe's Matabeleland massacres, Sudanese atrocities... Sierra Leone, Liberia,
Rwanda, Congo...

Recommend Reply

Really excellent article. I hope Common Ground read it and take note. 

1 Recommend Reply

May I question the assumption that all British people somehow share a guilt for the actions
committed by a ruling class at a time when most of our ancestors were not only extremely
poor and often exploited but did not even have a vote. Let’s bear in mind that the first colony
of the British Empire was Britain itself, as Karl Marx pointed out, and it would be absurd to
hold the the majority of its citizens of the time responsible for colonialism, let alone their
descendants.

 

58 comments

+ Follow Post comment
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Outsider 8 days ago

I also suspect that one of the prime motives in the colonial guilt debate is the desire of certain

families who genuinely benefited from that era to spread their guilt over as wide a base as

possible, preferably over the entire British people. It is just possible too that a certain number

of Oxbridge students come from this background...

2 Recommend Reply

Intercontinental 8 days ago

@John Slaiding
No.

We should be able to recount our history without guilt.

Victim hood is a destabilising tool employed by communists and should be

recognised as that.

Feel all the guilt you want however, if it helps you get through your day.

By the way; Do you feel any guilt for all the deaths carried out in the name of

communism?

I believe the figure chalked up and shown in the "Black Book of Communism" stands

at 94 million killed in the 20th century, give or take a few million.

I wonder if your man, Karl Marx, gives two hoots for the murders carried out in the

20th century?

Recommend Reply

@Robin Thompson: “…  Japanese colonialism lifted these these two countries (China & Korea)

out of feudalism”.

Japan, Koreas, Vietnam, so-called Confucian societies, developed using written Chinese,

pronounced di�erently. Their classics are thus comprehensible to the various nationals.
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Think of the Arabic Numerals. Used universally, pronounced locally.

In essence, that’s what today’s China still does. Same words, pronounced di�erently in
various regions. But the array of Chinese dialects are probably on the way to extinction, all
schooling are now done in mandarin.

A Chinese newspaper is comprehensible to all 1.3b nationals, and most of it to Japanese
peoples too.

Korean is now a phonetic language with a distinctive script (a,b,c … equivalent). Late PM Kim
Daejong’d wanted to reinstate Chinese characters for Street names in Korea, but was met
with strong protests.

Imperial France turned Vietnamese into a phonetic language using the alphabets.

Japan still uses Chinese writing, supplemented by two di�erent scripts respectively for
foreign words + grammatical preposition, pronouns …

The English word “Japan” is translated into Japanese & Chinese using the identitical
“character/ideogram”.

I’m not aware that Japan’d colonized China.

Japan was the first & only Asian country, aping Western Imperial powers, to have embarked
on grabbing colonies. It succeeded in colonizing Korea (then a unified state) in 1905.
Following up on the Korean road into China, Japan annexed Manchuria in 1931.

Japan’s imperial dream ended with unconditional surrender end of WW2.

I suppose that by now, most Koreans must hate Japan.
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Nikki 8 days ago

Saint John 8 days ago

Kim Jung-Un’s probably no exception, having recently expressed the desire “To sink Japan

into the sea”. 

Recommend Reply

The western empires did exactly the same as any other empire/kingdom/country/clans/group

of people did through human history.

 

Slavery existed since Humans walked the planet and it has nothing to do with the colour of

the skin.

 

The only di�erence is that the western empires morphed into a western civilisation where

slavery is not tolerated, human rights are at the forefront, people have religious, gender

equality and sexual freedom (yes, it is still far from anything remotely perfect).

 

2 Recommend Reply

Many  Africans enjoyed better condition under Uk colonial rule than they do now .

2 Recommend Reply

Outsider 8 days ago

@Saint John

There's never any excuse to think that you should take over other peoples' lives and

"govern" them.
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Robert Jones 8 days ago

Kader Nahaboo 8 days ago

Could be that has led to "dysfunction" in so many ways.  

Recommend Reply

Common Ground represents the apex of 19th Century thought.
 
It is the Counter-Enlightenment in action today:
 
Rational discourse must give way to Leftist orthodox thought.
 
And for God's sake, don't mention how 19th Century Counter-Enlightenment's  greatest
achievement (Socialism) brought to the 20th Century the most horrific butchery mankind has
ever experienced.

4 Recommend Reply

The way forward!
 
The Western Imperialism brought forth much Maladroits as much as immense Knowledge to
their vast colonies. This is the era for Positive Globalisation to go on flourishing, without
forgetting the Environment.
 
Literacy is the way forward for many who seem to be still trapped in their
Academically/Educated straitjacket. Briefly, that unsatisfactory situation must be addressed,
without any qualms, by Academics, Politicians, indeed by the Media.
 
Brexit is the classic example, whereby Literacy laisse beaucoup à désirer. Albeit,  our Global
Village, in the fields of Science and Technologies, is moving forward by leaps and bounds, 
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JournoList 8 days ago

Robert Wakefield 8 days ago

unfortunately many who claim to be Academically/Educated seem to ignore that Literacy
surpasses Paper Certificates, University Degrees and PhDs. 
 
From time immemorial, humankind has never been perfect, will never be.  Literacy brings
forth gradual Tolerance, continual Harmony in Diversity, constant Freedom of Thought,
indeed progressive facets of the fundamentals of Human Rights.
 
Let an Enlightened Discourse commence;  let's agree to respect and di�er  each other's views
for a better world, gradually.
 
 

1 Recommend Reply

What's with all the contortions?  It's the survival of the fittest. 
The only empire that is swimming uphill is the EU which was built by stealth, bribery and
c0rruption and thinks it can do without an army. Meanwhile Sultan Recep commands the
biggest force in the EU. Go figure.

3 Recommend Reply

History should always be presented in the context of the morality prevalent at the time. Over
time societys view on what is evil or unacceptable changes and the actions of people must
always be seen in the light of what was acceptable or unacceptable at the time. By todays
standards the actions of 18th century colonialists might sometimes seem unethical but to
their contemporaries their actions were perfesctly acceptable.
Some can look back with a new found holier than thou morality but the fact remains that the
British Empire was one of the single greatest contributors to world trade and the growth of a
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Edward O'Brien 8 days ago

global economy in human history. Some may also argue a similar contribution to the general
advancement of human civilisation.

4 Recommend Reply

Jasper 8 days ago

@Robert Wakefield Well said.  

Recommend Reply

"Colonial Guilt".... There is no such thing... "The flaws and merits of the British Empire should
be debated without fear or self-censorship. Freedom of academic discourse is the lifeblood of
democracy!" 
 
All too high-handed. No one denies the right to debate. The very actions of the lower class
intellectuals such as Common Ground, et al, prove this. Their objections are infantile drivel
and should remain unrestricted. All that has to be done is to ignore it...
 
But now The Times, The Thunderer, has chosen to beat the drum against these idiots.
Pseudo-intellectuals who feel all those adventurers who went before us, who rescued billions,
bringing them into the modern world of prosperity and not a little civilisation, were the
perpetrators of evil that defiled God's Earth. The epitome of negative drivel...
 
All who have read even a single book, given the sheer scale of these achievements, know it
did not happen without sin, crimes even. But to jump on the high horse of self-righteousness
as if the whole concept, everything that was achieved, should be derided, not for the benefit
of future practices, or even to punish those responsible, but to apportion blame for the bad
parts and then remove all references to leave all who wonder in ignorance. So how did South
Africa, Zimbabwe and Nigeria, Brazil, Argentina and even the United States, all come about...?
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Richard Marriott 8 days ago

Clumsier 8 days ago

Those like Common Ground, wallow in this self-righteous bilge like hippos round a mud pool.
The more dirt they soak up the happier they become. The green grass and sunshine of South
Africa, Nigeria and Zimbabwe, having risen from the mud and grass huts of a mere couple of
centuries ago, are dismissed with a contemptuous wave of a meaningless political banner.  It
is so infantile as to inspire sympathy for their sad contempt.
 
What designs could possibly be afoot when the sins and even some atrocities, have melted
into insignificance hundreds of years later. Especially when measured alongside the goodness
of all that was achieved and has long since borne such ample fruit? 
 
So what is this debate...? Is it for learning? No it is not... Is to serve for punishment as might
evidence of a crime? No it is not...  Is it to eliminate the risk of such things happening ever
again? No it is not...
 
Is it to say out loud how sinful were all those adventurers who widened the world and opened
the gates of ignorance and let those they found roam a sea of knowledge, learning of a new
tomorrow, and building a new life that those who they breed might have better tools to build
more and better lives for themselves. Sadly: no it is not. For this debate this great newspaper
expounds on, is not needed at all. Knowledge does not have to be a means to an end. Let it
rest there...

3 Recommend Reply

There is a simple equation throughout history - the strong will overpower and subjugate the
weak. The reason the European powers had great empires, is the simple one that they were by
far the most technologically advanced powers in their day. We then have to analyse how that
power was used and as in all human a�airs, it was a mixture of good and bad.

2 Recommend Reply
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Debate? Millennials don't debate! They read their abridged versions of everything, sat in their

safe spaces, holding their mummy's hand, and if someone dares say anything that disagrees

with their tiny, unfocused world view, they through their teddies out of their prams and do

Violet Browns.

I am so glad I never had children so there is no chance any of these pathetic whining

snowflakes are related to me. Shudder.

5 Recommend Reply

Richard Marriott 8 days ago

@Clumsier
Good comment, except I rather think they throw the teddies out. Common mistake

though and one which occurs through the comments.

1 Recommend Reply

Raphael 8 days ago

Blame the predictive text, not the author.

1 Recommend Reply

Richard Marriott 8 days ago

@Raphael 
Yes, I get caught out by that too. Always as well to read before submitting a post for

that reason. However, standards in grammar have declined markedly in recent

decades. BBC presenters are amongst the worst o�enders, regularly referring to "less

people" instead of "fewer people" which is what we were always taught at school and

the number of people (even BBC presenters will say the howler of "amount of

people") who don't know the di�erence between comparative and superlative is

shocking!  

3 Recommend Reply
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Melissa Roy 8 days ago

noel ashworth 8 days ago

Raphael 8 days ago

@Richard
You are right. Also, I'm not sure they teach English grammar nowadays?

1 Recommend Reply

@Richard Marriott @Clumsier

- and I think it was Violet Elizabeth Bott who would scream and scream until she
made herself sick.

Recommend Reply

Raphael 8 days ago

@Noel
Yes! Great books!

Recommend Reply

There is no such thing as "benevolent imperialism".  Imperialism, like all forms of conquest
and occupation, was rooted in control and the enrichment of one group at the expense of
another.
 
There are contradictions throughout history. Commodus was cruel and depraved, yet during
his rule, the persecution of Christians ceased.  Puritans were known for their modesty and
piety - and for burning and drowning innocent women in colonial New England. John Brown
was venerated by abolitionists, but violently murdered civilians with pro-slavery views. 
Winston Churchill was the saviour of the occupied of Europe but from the perspective of a
Boer or an Iraqi or a Bengali, he was evil incarnate.
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Jack 8 days ago

OctavianUK 8 days ago

 

Ignorance and prejudice continues to stifle progress, and unless and until we are honest and

open about the past, we will repeat its mistakes.

 

 

 

6 Recommend Reply

Poster Boy 8 days ago

Agree, and have been this century with Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya and Yemen.

1 Recommend Reply

Tom 8 days ago

@Poster Boy Ah, Poster Boy. And perhaps also Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,

Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, East Germany . . ?

1 Recommend Reply

Same rules still apply;  "Whatever happens, we have got the Maxim gun and they have not."

(Belloc 1898)

1 Recommend Reply

Just remember the British Empire ended the slave trade! goodnight

5 Recommend Reply

Philippa Rees 8 days ago

@OctavianUK Especially value the 'goodnight'!
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Robin Thompson 8 days ago

It should form a chorus sung in every 'safe space'.

Recommend Reply

I feel very uneasy about the content of this editorial and of the original article by Dr Biggar

because it brings to mind, mutatis mutandis, what extreme nationalists in Japan write about

the era of Japanese colonialism in China and Korea, i.e. there may have been a few

unfortunate episodes for which Japan bears responsibility, but Japanese colonialism lifted

these these two countries out of feudalism and tyranny and ushered them into the modern

era and was therefore beneficial in the long term. If Japan is constantly being taken to task

for not reflecting on its past, it seems reasonable to expect Britain to reflect critically on its

colonial past and not to attempt to justify the unjustifiable. And if anyone thinks that this

comparison is invalid because what the Japanese did was much worse, I'd suggest they

remove the scales from their eyes by reading Shashi Tharoor's Sunday Times Bestseller,

'Inglorious Empire, What the British Did to India', which 'convincingly demolishes the

nostalgic, self-serving arguments voiced by imperial apologists' (TLS).

3 Recommend Reply

Luke Crawford 8 days ago

@Robin Thompson 

 

"It seems reasonable to expect Britain to reflect critically on its colonial past and not

to attempt to justify the unjustifiable."

 

How can you regard something as unjustifiable without first attempting to justify it? 

3 Recommend Reply

Robin Thompson 8 days ago
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8031 8 days ago

Tom 8 days ago

@Pixie @Robin Thompson The 'justifications' for imperialism and colonialism were

presented for over 200 years ending more or less with Winston Churchill (who, as

pointed out by Melissa Roy in a post above, was seen with good reason as 'evil

incarnate' by Bengalis). We all know what these justifications were and they hardly

need to be trotted out by modern imperial apologists for us to come up with

convincing arguments that imperialism was an unmitigated evil, any more than we

need someone like David Irving to appear before we can justifiably condemn Nazism.

Britain, unlike Japan, has never been subject to the ignominy of having to confront

the dark side of its past, and this lack of critical self-reflection underpins the

hubristic plight which the country is currently in.

2 Recommend Reply

@Robin Thompson You miss the point entirely. No-one is saying that the demerits of

British colonialism should not be debated. These precious, indulged teenagers at

Oxford, however, and their third-rate academic enablers, are trying to shut down the

debate altogether unless it fits their views.

2 Recommend Reply

We must not allow left-wing students and academics to take away our freedoms and our

democracy.

9 Recommend Reply

OctavianUK 8 days ago

@Gladius They will always try because they want to control your life. That is what

the left want to do.

9 Recommend Reply
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Tom 8 days ago

Allan Smith 8 days ago

Thecaveartist 8 days ago

Danny Streather 8 days ago

It's staggering that we have got the stage the stage where the proposition in your headline is
even controversial. 

5 Recommend Reply

I am sick of these of these "Snowflake" Muppet's.

12 Recommend Reply

I neither feel colonial guilt, nor do I believe there is a word “relativise”

5 Recommend Reply

In truth, "Common Ground" have no interest in history whatsoever and it is wrong to even
assume that they "Have a case" they don't.
Their sole purpose is agitation and student unrest. We have already seen their ridiculous
e�orts to get statues removed, thankfully scorned by the authorities.
Let's be clear, they are not even genuinely o�ended, again, one must understand that actually
they don't give a stu� about the British Empire, it's just an area where they think they can
foment trouble.
That this group can even muster as many as two members says much about the rank
stupidity of some members of the Oxford student community.
This group should be listened to, that is the way of Democracy. And then, common sense
should prevail and they should be ridiculed and their true purpose, agitation, should be
exposed.
They are abusing their extremely privileged position in one of the greatest seats of learning
in the world.
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Valerie Huff 8 days ago

Bravo to the University authorities for resisting this group of silly, but potentially dangerous

people, but most of all, bravo to Professor Biggar

25 Recommend Reply

noel ashworth 8 days ago

@Danny Streather

- well, I think that the wicked old imperialist Rhodes should be removed from his

Oxford niche and replaced by Mugabe. As a warning.

Recommend Reply

I hear very often here in the US about our 'terrible Empire'. In Sri Lanka a few years ago, our

tour guide chastised me when I told him that in the US where I now lived I was always being

put down about the situation.

I was quickly reminded that if it hadn't been for the British, Sri Lanka would not have had

roads and railways to move their teas and spices.

 

I often meet people from those countries and have the most amazing rapport with them.

The world is bad enough at present, why can't we remember, but let it pass? We have enough

to deal with today. 

10 Recommend Reply

Der Mutt 8 days ago

@Valerie Hu� Frankly, the Americans, squatting on the land on the native should be

the LAST people whining about imperialism!!  I don't tolerate that "wicked British

empire" nonsense from them..I've even had Americans comparing themselves to

Indians and George Washington to Ghandi, as if the land was always theirs and the

British invaded and imposed themselves on them!!..mind you, we know they don't do

irony.
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peter foster 8 days ago

Caleb Boone 8 days ago

Rafaista 8 days ago

Recommend Reply

Good article, but it omits mention of the Russian empire, which after morphing into the USSR
a century ago killed more people than all of the western European empires combined. One
suspects that those who would silence Dr Biggar are from the same stable as former Soviet-
supporting "useful idiots", as Lenin called them.

8 Recommend Reply

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:
The time is out of joint.
The civilized world requires perfect good manners, courtesy, impeccable good taste,
intellectual equipoise and gentility.
It also requires comprehensive knowledge, unparalleled command of English, logic and
rhetoric.
Patience and a peaceful spirit are also essential.
Only a few have these.
As a result, no one is able to carry on a debate or a discussion of any kind.
I do not know how to correct this problem without bathing, dressing, feeding, housing,
supporting and educating the six billion raucous heathen across the globe.
Have a Dovely.
Sincerely yours,
Caleb Boone.

2 Recommend Reply

It was conquest - end of. Less advanced people conquered by more advanced ones. Machine
gun v Assegai- only one winner. Discussions about ills, benefits, guilt, and pride are frecking
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JournoList 8 days ago

Chris Frankland 9 days ago

Dr Rosalind Piper 9 days ago

hogwash. If anything is to be accounted for, weighed, and judged, then it was justification for

conquest: race. That evil is in the soil, and can never be cleansed.

1 Recommend Reply

The simple truth of the matter is that empires are created by superior force that then has to

defend itself against continual attacks both internal and external. Eventually the passage of

time sees the end of its superiority and is cast aside.

We are in the process of being devoured by the biggest army the world has ever seen.  

1 Recommend Reply

Jan D 8 days ago

@JournoList 
Devoured from within by the social media army of subversive trolls? Or did you

mean a Chinese or Russian cyber-onslaught?  

2 Recommend Reply

I was once visiting the Singapore National Museum with a British friend, and we were

looking at horrific 19th Century photographs of opium smokers. I turned to my friend and

said "Doesn't that make you ashamed to be British?" Quick as a flash he turned round to me

and said "Well if we hadn't done it, someone else would." There is absolutely no answer to

that sort of comment.

4 Recommend Reply

I am Indian and lived through the final years of the Raj. I may have had some unpleasant

experiences but I am in complete agreement with Dr. Bigger.
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reif 9 days ago

Lindy Rajan

23 Recommend Reply

Philippa Rees 8 days ago

@Dr Rosalind Piper Good of you to o�er experienced support.

2 Recommend Reply

We should not rewrite history.  We should write history.

 

The history of empire is not just the history of the imperialists and missionaries, it is also the

history of the colonised.     The late Nigerian novelist, Chinua Achebe retold an old saying:

 

"Until the lions have their own historians, the history of the hunt will always glorify the

hunter."  

 

 Perhap these days historians tend not so much to glorify but rather explain, balance the pros

and cons, and perhaps assuage the hunter's "Colonial Guilt".  

 

All fine if Oxford is a British institution teaching from a British perspective, but an

international seat of learning should strive to include the histories of "the hunted";  less

glorious perhaps, but after all there were more of them. 

7 Recommend Reply

Ian Wilson 8 days ago

@reif The job of a historian is to try to tell it as it was, not to try and "balance the

pros and cons" or to "assuage the hunters "Colonial Guilt" - that's the job of a

novelist.
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